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Graduate Thesis Assessment Rubric (Literature)

Department of English, Facutty of Education, University of west Bohemia

Thesis Author: Jan Legát

Title: Female Characters and Their Development in the Novels of Ernest Hemingway

Length: 47

Text Length: 43

Assessment Criterio Scole Comments

1. lntroduction is well written, brief,

interesting, and comPelling. lt
motivates the work and Provides a

clear statement of the problem. lt
places the problem in context. lt
presents and overview ofthe thesis.

Outstanding
Very good

Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

2. The main part of the thesis exhibits a

sustained, consistent level of analysis

appropriate to the linguistic, rhetorical
and thematic aspects of the literary
work. The author employs appropriate
direct references (in the form of
citation) to the primary work and to
secondary sources.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

3. The thesis shows critical and analytical
thinking about the area of study and

the author's expertise in this area.

Outsta nding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

4. The text is organized in a logical

manner. lt flows naturally and is easy

to follow. Transitions, summaries and

conclusions exist as appropriate. The

author demonstrates high qualitY
writing skills and uses standard
spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

Outstanding
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

Chapter 4 has the character of a list, or
appendix, and does not develoP the
argument. The student should have

found a way to push this material
further, investigating the implications
of these biographical parallels, possibly

by linking them back to the historical-
cultural overview of chapter 2. I would

also have liked to see greater attention
given to Martha Gellhorn (misspelled as

Gelhorn), possibly the most
independent woman that HemingwaY
was drawn to. As representer and

representative of an older style of
masculinity, Hemingway was attracted

to anything but the older stYle of

woman. How does that help us read his

work? What are the imPlications for
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Final bmments & Qre$ions

Slperúsor: doc. Jtďin Quinn Fh.D.

Dďe: 8'8.2013

Sonďure: l ..

lo-a;š

oitical interpretáion?

5. Thethessmedsthe general

requi rements (formát i ng, ďtapters'
len$h, divisjon into seďions, etc.).

Fbferences are cited properly withi n

thetext and a complete reference li$
isproúded.

ottďanding
Very good
Acceptable
$merarhat deficient
Very deficient

As srper"tsorJ have mixed feelings about the submission of thisthesis Wtrile the Sudent displays mudr

ability along the way (use of a wide range of secondary sources, familiarity with Hemingway's fiction, a healthy

oitical engagement with gender debáes around hiswork), because of external disraďions he was not able to

make deaálineq and thus l was not able to see and approve the final version before sJbmisdon. Although l

worked with several versions of ďrapter 3, whiďr isthe core of thesjq l did not ee ďrapters 1,2and 4 á all.

]hisres1lted in the lesssatiďaďory ďáe of the lntroduďion and ďrapter 2 (see my note on ďr' 4 above). Also,

the formáting of the Works oted isinmrreď' Despite my inďruďionq there is no Liď of Abbreviďions'

Generally, tháwork is poorly mpy-edited' lt is fruďrating to encounter these ýrortmmings, because it is

evident thď the ďudent could have produed an excellent work had he given more time and átention to it.

l reommend the grade 3 (dobře).


